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Abstract: Now a days, detection and identification of brain tumor we use an image processing techniques for a
segmentation of image and RFT are use to classification of tumor result. Using RFT segmented image is divided into
nodes, here we detect true and false nodes and according to true node design a tree, generated tree nodes are change
according to user selection, then the leap nodes are combining and generated a resulted tree. Bagging and Boosting
algorithm are use to improve the RFT result. Generated result is in form of complex tree so we use a bagging and
boosting. Final result is in the form of three condition normal pre and post condition. In the existing system neural
network is use for result but in neural network result in the form of 0 and 1 so noise is present in result. Hence using the
RFT system improves the result and performance with great accuracy because the result in the number of digits like
0.02354689 also the result is in plus and minus. They represent the result according to nodes RFT calculate.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Today‟s world many people are living with brain tumor
and different type of cancer. Survey represent estimated a
one lack peoples are live with cancer. There are 30 to 35
% people are live with cancer. Different type‟s algorithms
and methods are used to analyze tumor. Images‟
developing for checking a brain tumor but it is not
sufficient to analyze a result. Getting a final result is not
enough to accurate analyzing and gets any decision on it.
For this purpose image segmentation are used there are
five step are used to classify the image. First get a input
image and Gaussian filtered are used to smooth the image
for classification. Then check the strong edges of the
filtered image then check the weak edges of the image.
Compare between the both weak and strong zone and
calculate a difference between those.
Last one is final canny edges detected and image is
segmented, these types of filters are used to image
classification and features extracted. MRI scan image are
used to analyze a result they segmented image and result
pass to random forest tree technique. Image is segmented
using an image processing algorithm. They segmented
each and every point of image. Features provide by a
segmented image is (a) mutual exclusion and (b)
exhausted regions. Many algorithms to improve the result
such as bagging, boosting, C4.5. First we see the algorithm
C 4.5 algorithm recursively visits each decision node,
selecting the optimal split, until no further splits are
possible.
Random forests tree are used when very large training
datasets are given along with very large number of input
variables so this is use full for handle large data. Result is
complex because the large amounts of leap nodes are
combining each other and give three buckets as an output.
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Here we use a bagging technique to simplify the result and
boosting technique is use to improve speed of processing
.Using given algorithms techniques the result is improve
with accuracy and better performance compare to exiting .
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Proposed System Include Following Stages.
A. Image Processing
B. Random Forest tree result
A. Image Processing
Here we use a five stapes first is smoothing image,
Gaussian filtered are used for the blurring of the image
and they remove the noise from image. Second step is
Non-maximum suppression here algorithm is check the
edges of the image and marked it .thread step is double
thresholding here we check first strong edges of image and
then check the week edges of images .get a result of
potential edges of image. The last one is canny edges they
determined by suppressing all edges that not connected to
a very strong edges.

Fig 1 Original Image
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suppressed filter is thinning the edges of image. There
check a two type of edges strong and weak edges. Finlay
canny edges image is find.

Fig 2 Final canny edges image
B. Random Forest tree
One of the foremost common ways or frameworks utilized
by knowledge scientists at the „rose knowledge science
skilled follow cluster„is Random Forests. The Random
Forests formula is one in every of the simplest among
classification algorithms - able to classify giant amounts of
information with accuracy. Random Forests are associate
degree ensemble learning technique (also thought of as a
kind of nearest neighbor predictor) for classification
associate degreed regression that construct variety of call
trees at coaching time and outputting the category that's
the mode of the categories output by individual trees
(Random Forests may be a trademark of Leo Bremen and
Adele monger for an ensemble of call trees).
Random Forests are a mixture of tree predictors wherever
every tree depends on the values of a random vector
sampled severally with identical distribution for all trees
within the forest. The fundamental principle is that a
bunch of “weak learners” will move to create a “strong
learner”. Random Forests are an exquisite tool for creating
predictions considering they are doing not over work
owing to the law of huge numbers. Introducing the correct
reasonably randomness makes them correct classifiers and
repressors. Single call trees usually have high variance or
high bias. Random Forests makes an attempt to mitigate
the issues of high variance and high bias by averaging to
seek out a natural balance between the 2 extremes.
Considering that Random Forests have few parameters to
tune and may be used merely with default parameter
settings, they're a straightforward tool to use while not
having a model or to supply an inexpensive model quick
and with efficiency.
Random Forests are straightforward to find out and use for
each professionals and lay folks - with very little analysis
and programming needed and will be utilized by people
while not a powerful applied mathematics background.
Simply put, you'll safely create a lot of correct predictions
while not most elementary mistakes common to different
ways.

Fig 3 Image Preprocessing
Then second form there is one option to start add a data
training set and then start training on it then lastly classify
option are used for showing final result . In the second for
one more option is present is tree depth. In this option the
features extraction they develop a number of nodes in tree.
So number of false nodes are calculated so more accuracy
in result.

Fig 4 Add train data set and classify to final result
Finally, the last result of identification and detection of
brain tumor in this which condition is detected and
indentify it. Result show input image is similarly to three
condition normal, post condition and pre condition so
same condition is highlight color red and other is green
color.

III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Initially, we provide an input form for user their input
image of brain tumor is inserted for image preprocess fig
4. There we use canny edge filter for image processing.
Here we use a five step first is Gaussian filtered they
minimize the fall and depth of image. In second non max
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Fig 5 final result
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IV. CONCLUSION
The system proposed a method as a random forest tree for
classification of brain tumor. This technique is useful to
classify the brain tumor image with more accuracy and
less time in training set. Then, by giving an input as an
image, they use Bagging and Boosting are improving
classifier and predictor accuracy. Then in the last step,
before classified image is finding they compare with given
training set and test set, find result of the given image and
the result is in form of normal or precondition or post
condition.
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